To: The Campus Community

From: Jeff Newton, Chief of Police

Date: 12/20/2012

Subject: Fatality Investigation

The University of Toledo has resumed normal activities while UT Police, assisted by the Toledo Police continue to investigate an incident that occurred Wednesday night at International House resulting in the fatal stabbing of one UT student and serious injuries to another.

While the investigation is ongoing, UT Police believe the two individuals were the only people involved in the incident.

Just after 9p.m. Wednesday night, UTPD responded to a 911 call and upon arriving on the scene, found the first individual injured from apparent stab wounds outside the front of International House. The individual was taken to a local hospital.

A second individual, who also was injured with apparent stab wounds, was found outside International House and was pronounced dead on the scene.

UTPD issued a UT Alert advising the campus community of a dangerous situation at International House and to keep clear of the area.

The University of Toledo will provide additional information as it becomes available.

Any crime in progress: 9-1-1

Remember: See it, hear it, report it!